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FRONT TITLES 

BLACK SCREEN 

NOTE: ALL DIALOGUE IN THIS FILM IS SPOKEN IN GERMAN AND 
SUBTITLED IN ENGLISH. 

PROLOGUE: 

SOMBRE MUSIC LASTING SEVERAL SECONDS FADES AS A LONE VOICE 
CUTS IN SETTING THE SCENE. THIS IS SOLDAT STEFAN BRUNER. A 
LATE TEEN WEANED ON NAZI DOCTRINE. NOW A DISILLUSIONED 
IDEALIST, JUST TRYING TO SURVIVE, ONE DAY AT A TIME. 

BRUNER (V.O.) 
Two men in the vastness of the 
Latvian hinterland. One a shrewd 
veteran and one an adolescent. 
Both struggling heroically. 

(Beat) 
One striving to endure, one 
wrestling with despair. 

(Beat) 
And God, who sees all does 
nothing. 

FADE IN: 

EXT. LATVIAN HINTERLAND - DAY 

From the black screen a wide, open landscape comes into 
view. Moorland, vast, empty and windswept beneath huge, 
cloud-stacked skies. 

The CAMERA PANS across to a grass-crowned ridge-line where 
a parked COVERED WAGON is partially silhouetted against the 
skyline. The picture's grim, grey monotone contrasts 
starkly with a makeshift red cross, painted on canvas and 
draped over the truck's side. 

Overhead, the MOURNFUL call of an EAGLE adds to the 
melancholy. 

Behind the wagon a young soldier pounds a freshly dug grave 
with his shovel. This is Soldat STEF BRUNER. The CAMERA 
APPROACHES him. BRUNER stands and arches his back. He turns 
to face the camera.  
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BRUNER 
(wearily) 

How many ... 
(pauses to look toward 
the truck. Lowers his 
voice) 

... how many more must we bury? 

 

CUT TO: 

BRUNER'S POV 

We now see MAX SPENGLER, grizzled gefreiter and veteran of 
several campaigns. Slightly built, yet tough and 
resourceful. He has a quiet, steady look and a ready smile. 
But behind the smile are the ominous stains of fear and 
war. 

SPENGLER looks warily to the skies before returning his 
gaze to BRUNER. 

SPENGLER 
Come on. 

(beat) 
Let's get these poor bastards to 
the hospital before ... 

Spengler's voice trails off as he leaves the rest unsaid. 

BRUNER 
How far, do you think? 

SPENGLER 
(shrugs and shakes his 
head) 

Ten, fifteen kilometres, maybe. 
(beat) 

Who knows? It may be in Berlin by 
now. 

CUT TO: 

WIDE SHOT 

BRUNER reaches down for a length of wood and angrily DRIVES 
it into the grave. He SNATCHES a steel helmet from the 
ground and drops it onto the wood where it swings 
uselessly. 
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As SPENGLER moves off toward the truck, BRUNER collects his 
shovel. He approaches the truck's rear. There's a pitiful 
groan from within. 

WOUNDED SOLDIER (O.S.) 
Water! 

(beat) 
Water! 

BRUNER reaches the tailgate, leans over and RECOILS, 
covering his mouth and nose with his free hand. More 
pathetic GROANS as other wounded men join in. 

BRUNER 
Soon. Just ... 

(beat) 
... just hold on. 

He reaches over and drops the shovel inside before walking 
to the cab. He opens the driver's door and climbs in. 

CUT TO: 

INT. AMBULANCE - DAY 

MAX SPENGLER'S POV 

BRUNER climbs into the driver's seat and guns the engine. 
He glares at the windshield in sullen, reflective mood, his 
mind on the plight of the wounded men in their charge.  

On the seat between BRUNER and SPENGLER is an ammo box 
containing a few limp, dirty vegetables. BRUNER glances 
down, looks into the camera and smiles wearily. 

BRUNER 
At least we don't go hungry. 

CUT TO: 

STEF BRUNER'S POV 

SPENGLER nods and grabs a small carrot from the box. He 
wipes it against his greatcoat and takes a bite. 

SPENGLER 
(chewing) 

Like I said, stick with me and 
you'll be fine. 

CUT TO: 
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EXT. AMBULANCE - DAY 

DISTANCE SHOT OF THE TRUCK IN SILHOUETTE 

The engine GROWLS into life, the DIN shredding the silence 
of the moor. A plume of exhaust SMOKE hangs in the air as 
the truck LURCHES into motion, traversing the ridge-line. 

CUT TO: 

SERIES OF SHOTS: 

A MONTAGE of different viewpoints as the truck RUMBLES over 
the heath, EXPOSED and VULNERABLE against the open, empty 
landscape. 

FADE OUT. 

 

FADE IN: 

EXT. LATVIAN HINTERLAND - DAY 

A weary line of German soldiers TRAIPSE listlessly toward 
the camera. Heads down, DEJECTED, silent. The only sound is 
the steady TRAMP, TRAMP of their boots, until the GRIND of 
the wagon's engine filters in, approaching from behind. 

The rearmost troops turn. They spot the wagon. The sight 
injects life into them and they cheer. Excitement spreads 
down the line. All are soon WAVING, ad-libbed SHOUTING. 

TROOPS 
Hey! Hey! Stop! 

Some soldiers step out into the wagon's path, desperate for 
a lift and relief. 

CUT TO: 

 

INT. AMBULANCE - DAY 
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Bruner wrestles with the wheel as he fights to SWERVE 
around the desperate, energised infantrymen. SPENGLER 
reaches for his arm. 

SPENGLER 
Don't stop. We've no room. 

BRUNER 
Shit! Damned fools. 

CUT TO: 

 

EXT. LATVIAN HINTERLAND - DAY 

The troops scatter amid angry shouts as the wagon swerves 
to avoid them. These are men who've been pushed to their 
limit and are desperate. One, a stocky gefreiter, snatches 
up a rock and HURLS it at the departing vehicle. 

ANGRY GEFREITER 
You bolshevik bastards! 

Behind him, the remaining troops grimly form up again, 
resigned to their fate. 

CUT TO: 

 

INT./EXT. AMBULANCE - DAY 

SERIES OF SHOTS: 

INT. Bruner grimly grips the wheel and scowls out into the 
distance, occasionally glancing into the side mirror at the 
dwindling troops. 

Spengler REACHES for his arm. 

SPENGLER 
We're doing all we can. 

BRUNER 
(snorting with disdain) 

Yeah but it's not enough. 
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EXT. The wagon continues on its way in this MONTAGE of 
ranged shots, reflecting the passage of time and 
highlighting once again the open expanse and vast distance. 

CUT TO: 

INT. Bruner stares stubbornly ahead as he pushes on. The 
truck LURCHES and PITCHES over the rough ground, gears 
CRUNCHING. 

SPENGLER 
(kindly) 

Steady, slow down. 

BRUNER 
(turns angrily to the 
gefreiter, jabbing a 
thumb behind him) 

They need help now. 

SPENGLER 
They won't if you shake them to 
death. 

There's a sudden BANGING on the cab wall. Muffled SHOUTS 
from the truck. Spengler leans out to check the sky. 
Satisfied, he turns to Bruner. 

SPENGLER 
(points ahead) 

Stop here. We'll give them a rest 
break. Five minutes. 

Bruner changes down, gears GRINDING. The truck SLOWS. 

CUT TO: 

 

EXT. LATVIAN HINTERLAND - DAY 

Bruner and Spengler have helped the walking wounded out of 
the lorry. Some stand nearby, relieving themselves. 

One badly wounded infantryman lies prone, propped against a 
wheel, dirty blood-stained bandages around his neck. 

Spengler squats by the man, tips a little water onto a 
cloth and peels away the man's dressing. 

SPENGLER 
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(winces as though 
struck) 

Shit! 

WOUNDED SOLDIER 
(dazed) 

Is it bad? 

Spengler dabs gently at the man's neck in an effort to 
clean his wound. 

SPENGLER 
(lying) 

Looks worse than it is. You'll be 
fine. 

The walking wounded GATHER at the tailgate. All are weary, 
crestfallen. Too fatigued to speak. BRUNER approaches as 
Spengler stands. Bruner POINTS to the sky. 

BRUNER 
Come on. We're sitting ducks here. 

SPENGLER 
You're right, we -- 

The sudden sound of gunfire in the distance causes all to 
turn eastward. They exchange worried looks. There is then 
the sound of an approaching motor. 

SPENGLER 
(pointing east) 

Stand by your beds. We've got 
company. 

CUT TO: 

 

EXT. MOTORCYCLE/SIDE-CAR - DAY 

WIDE SHOT 

The makeshift ambulance stands amid the empty grassland, 
the small assembly at the lowered tailgate all looking 
eastward. From their rear, a MOTORCYCLE COMBINATION 
approaches, BOUNCING over the terrain, closing fast. 

EXT. COMBINATION POV 
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From the sidecar the CAMERA CLOSES IN on the truck. The men 
gathered there exchange troubled glances, the newcomers' 
urgency ramping up their unease. 

As the combination closes in, SPENGLER steps forward, one 
hand raised. 

THE MEETING 

The combination SLOWS to a halt. The MOTORCYLCE RIDER leans 
back, removing his goggles. He's glad of the break. His 
passenger is a FELDWEBEL bearing despatches. The feldwebel 
STANDS, grasping a document case. 

FELDWEBEL 
(addressing Spengler) 

You need to move. Now! 
(beat) 

Ivan is on the offensive. Our 
lines are collapsing. 

BRUNER steps forward. He's confused. 

BRUNER 
But Herr Feldwebel, that's 
impossible. 

(beat) 
The enemy, they're eighty, ninety 
kilometres from here. 

FELDWEBEL 
Were. 

(beat) 
They're devils. Anything is 
possible. 

(sits and addresses his 
rider) 

Let's go! 

The MOTORCYCLE RIDER replaces his goggles, TWISTS the 
throttle and the combination SURGES forward accelerating 
fast. 

SPENGLER and BRUNER exchange glances. Behind them, the more 
able wounded men clamber back into the truck. 

Inside is a mess of prone bodies, dirty uniforms, soiled 
dressings and blood. 

EXPLOSIONS can now be clearly heard on the horizon. 
SPENGLER pats BRUNER's shoulder. 

SPENGLER 
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Come on. 

The pair hurry to help the remaining wounded board the 
truck. 

FADE OUT. 

 

FADE IN: 

INT./EXT. AMBULANCE - DAY 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

EXT. The CAMERA PANS across the open steppe, with empty 
skies an expansive backdrop, finally catching the ambulance 
as it BARRELS over the rough terrain. The vehicle JOLTS, 
its chassis CREAKING and CLATTERING as its gears CRUNCH and 
GRIND. 

INT. SPENGLER and BRUNER bounce about like stuffed animals, 
holding on tight, expressions GRIM. 

SPENGLER sees something ahead, leans forward, CRANING for a 
better view. 

SPENGLER 
Shit! 

An EXPLOSION not far ahead throws a PLUME of smoke into the 
air. A dull CRUMP resounds seconds later. SPENGLER points. 

Above the spiralling smoke an aircraft circles. 

SPENGLER 
Holy mother! A yak. It's a Popov 
airstrike. 

BRUNER YANKS at the gear-shift, changing down. The vehicle 
slows. 

BRUNER 
What do we do? 

SPENGLER 
It's pulling away, heading south. 

(beat) 
Okay, easy now. 

FADE OUT.  
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FADE IN: 

EXT. MORTAR EMPLACEMENT - DAY 

The truck slows as it nears the attack site. Draws to a 
halt. It is CARNAGE here. What had been a MORTAR 
EMPLACEMENT is now a smoking ruin. SHREDDED sandbags are 
scattered wide. BODIES lie in disarray, as though dropped 
from a height. 

The cab doors CREAK open. SPENGLER and BRUNER climb down. 
Cautious. Alert. Grim-faced. Bruner holds his K98 ready. 

SPENGLER peers about him at the destruction. He spots the 
motorcycle combination skewed nearby. The FELDWEBEL lies 
dead. The rider lays prone by the motorcycle, alive but 
only just. 

SPENGLER 
(pointing to the 
emplacement) 

Check for survivors. 
(beat) 

Oh, and food. Water. Anything. 

As BRUNER walks over to check the mortar team, SPENGLER 
hurries to the crippled motorcycle combination. He checks 
the FELDWEBEL. Unbuttons his tunic and retrieves the man's 
dog tag. 

SPENGLER then LEANS into the sidecar, RETRIEVES the 
DESPATCH CASE and shoulders it before going on to the 
prostrate RIDER. 

He squats by the man's side. The rider groans. A bead of 
blood runs from the corner of his mouth. He doesn't have 
long. 

RIDER 
(hoarse, choking) 

Magda? 

BRUNER reaches for the dying man's hand and clasps it tight 
to his own chest. The two men are similar ages. There's 
kinship here. BRUNER struggles to rein in his emotion. 

SPENGLER 
Yes, Magda here. 

The RIDER swallows hard, coughs. He manages to TIGHTEN his 
grip on Spengler's hand. Seconds later he's dead. 
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SPENGLER slowly lowers the man's hand. He reaches into the 
rider’s tunic, finds his dog-tag and angrily SNAPS it in 
half. 

He stands, pocketing the fragment as BRUNER approaches, 
looking smug. He's shouldered his K98. 

In one hand he is carrying water bottles and a bread bag. 
Cupped in the other are three hens' eggs. He offers them to 
SPENGLER who nods. SPENGLER takes off his ski-cap, scoops 
up the eggs and lays them gently inside. 

SPENGLER 
Eggs for tea. Nice. 

(beat) 
A taste of home. 

FADE OUT. 

 

BLACK SCREEN 

MUFFLED EXPLOSIONS RESONATE. HEAVY ORDNANCE HEARD FROM 
AFAR. SOMEWHERE A SHIT-STORM IS GOING DOWN. 

FADE IN: 

EXT. FIELD COMMAND POST - DAY 

The scene opens on a small command and communications 
centre. A scene of organised CHAOS. Men DASH to and fro. 
There's equipment stacked here and there. 

The CAMERA PANS to an officer, peering through binoculars 
toward the sound of gunfire. SWEEPS his glasses left. 
Right. Left again. Searching. 

This is Oberleutnant GUSTAV KRUGER. From a well-heeled 
Saxony family with a long military tradition. A dutiful 
officer frustrated by repeated high-command blunders. 

Behind him is a KUBELWAGEN, its bonnet up. A soldat dips 
the oil. 

From the shadowed interior of a command tent, an 
OBERGEFREITER, Ernst FISCHER steps into the light, spots 
KRUGER and approaches. KRUGER lowers his glasses and turns. 

KRUGER 
Ah, Fischer. Anything? 
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FISCHER 
(shakes his head) 

No, herr oberleutnant. Nothing. 

KRUGER sighs and turns again toward the sound of gunfire. 
Pauses, reflective. 

KRUGER 
(to Fischer) 

Keep trying. 

Kruger TURNS back to survey the eastern horizon. 

CUT TO: 

KRUGER'S POV 

The eastern horizon provides no clue to the events 
occurring there. In the FOREGROUND a pair of SENTRIES man a 
makeshift guard post as a covered wagon (the AMBULANCE) 
approaches from the east. 

One of the sentries, a feldgendarme holds up a hand. Gears 
CRUNCH as the truck SLOWS. 

CUT TO: 

SENTRY POST 

The feldgendarme approaches the truck's driver's door. 
BRUNER leans out. 

FELDGENDARME 
(a haughty manner) 

Where are you headed? 

BRUNER 
The field hospital. We've wounded 
aboard. 

FELDGENDARME 
Serious? 

SPENGLER 
(shouts from within the 
cab) 

Of course they're serious. 

FELDGENDARME 
(affronted now) 

What's your unit? 
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BRUNER 
[Gives the unit details] 

The officious gendarme scans his clipboard a moment. 
Becomes animated as though delighted. He adopts a harsher 
tone. 

FELDGENDARME 
They're miles away. What are you 
doing here? 

BRUNER 
(sighs) 

I told you. Transporting wounded. 

FELDGENDARME 
(in his stride now) 

And why are you travelling in 
daylight? You know the directive. 
Night journeys only. 

BRUNER 
Christ! 

Oberleutnant KRUGER has heard the exchange and approaches, 
quickly weighing up the situation. 

As the officer joins them, SPENGLER climbs out of the 
truck, CLUTCHING the rescued despatch case. 

KRUGER 
(to the gendarme) 

Is there a problem? 

SPENGLER 
(approaches Kruger, 
holding up the case) 

Herr Oberleutnant! I have 
recovered despatches from a dead 
courier. 

(points O/S, eastward) 
You'll want to see them. 

KRUGER looks askance at Spengler, glances at the gendarme 
dismissively, then turns to Spengler. He REACHES for the 
despatch case. 

KRUGER 
(to Spengler) 

Wait here. 

Kruger STRIDES toward the command tent, where his troubled 
OBERGEFREITER waits by the open flap. The annoyed GENDARME 
makes for the truck's rear. 
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CUT TO: 

TRUCK TAILGATE 

The GENDARME prowls round to the tailgate, armed with his 
clipboard. 

In the background, KRUGER has opened the document case and 
reads the despatches. His OBERGEFREITER stands ready at his 
shoulder. The news is dire. The two exchange uneasy 
glances. 

Once at the truck, the gendarme steps up on tip-toes and 
peers in -- RECOILS, one hand to his mouth. 

GENDARME 
Shit! 

It is then he notices BLOOD SEEPING under the tailgate. 
Steps back a-pace in SHOCK and DISGUST. From within a 
WOUNDED SOLDIER calls out, voice wracked with pain. 

WOUNDED SOLDIER 
What's the damn hold-up? 

Inside the truck the soldier struggles to sit. Dirty 
uniform in disarray, face pale and drawn, agony etched over 
his features. His eyes focus on the gendarme and his mouth 
twists in a snarl. 

WOUNDED SOLDIER 
Christ! 

(beat) 
A damned chained-dog. Should be at 
the front, you officious bastard! 

The gendarme bridles at the wounded man's insolence. 

GENDARME 
(angry) 

Why you -- 

KRUGER 
(shouts across, 
urgently) 

Let them go. Now. 

The gendarme SLAPS the tailgate with his clipboard and 
leans forward. 

GENDARME 
(spitefully) 

Go and die someplace else! 
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CUT TO: 

 

TRUCK CAB 

Prompted by KRUGER'S decisive clearance, SPENGLER HURRIES 
to the truck, YANKS the door open and CLAMBERS inside. He 
takes care to avoid the eggs, still in his ski-cap, now 
perched on top of the vegetables. 

BRUNER has already struck up the engine and WRENCHES the 
stick-shift, selecting first gear. 

BRUNER 
Damn fanatic. Let's go. 

CUT TO: 

WIDE SHOT 

The ambulance LURCHES forward, waved on by a sentry. As it 
ACCELERATES toward the perimeter, SHOTS resonate from 
adjacent woodland -- CRACK, CRACK, CRACK! They're under 
attack. 

The advancing Red Army has flanked the crumbling German 
line and is now closing in from the north. 

TRUCK CAB 

BRUNER slams on the brakes and SPINS the wheel, SLEWING the 
truck at an angle. He SNATCHES his K98 from between the 
truck seats, THROWS open the door and LEAPS out. 

WIDE SHOT 

BRUNER kneels by the truck and brings his weapon up. The 
stuttering CRACK of incoming rifle-fire quickly becomes a 
CHATTERING volley as more hidden weapons are brought to 
bear. 

German soldiers TURN, exchange SHOCKED looks. There is a 
second of UNCERTAINTY and inaction. This is immediately 
replaced by FRENZIED activity. Ad-libbed shouts. 

Men SCUTTLE to retrieve weapons as momentary disorder 
evolves into a practiced response, each man performing his 
role with precision. 

KRUGER 
(shouting) 
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Form up! Suppressing fire! 
(turns to look around) 

PAK crew! 

The OBERGREFREITER snatches his MP-40 from the command tent 
and RUSHES toward his troops, signalling for a defence 
line. 

He takes up position himself, partially shielded by crates, 
nearby the hastily parked truck. Feet away, BRUNER fires 
his weapon, furiously working the bolt -- BAM! CER-LICK! 
BAM! 

Incoming rounds SCREAM in, ZIPPING off rocks and PINGING 
off equipment. A young soldat hurtles ACROSS CAMERA, bent 
double, K98 slung low. He halts, takes a knee, and points 
to the woodland edge as a RUSSIAN SOLDIER DARTS out and 
THROWS himself down, bringing his weapon to bear. 

YOUNG SOLDAT 
(pointing) 

There they are! 

As he raises his weapon a bullet takes him in the throat. 
Spins him round. He face-plants the ground. Lifeless. 

Beyond him, a machine gun team rush to position, one 
bearing an MG-42 - his comrade the ammo-box, loose belt 
trailing. The gunner THROWS down the weapon, SPRAWLS behind 
and FLICKS open the tri-pod -- CLACK. 

The gunner's NUMBER TWO kneels alongside and feeds the 
breech. 

NUMBER TWO 
Ready! 

The gunner swings the barrel, aims and BRRRRRAAAP, sprays 
the tree-line, 57mm rounds at 1,200 per minute. 

Further along the hastily prepared perimeter, two men ROLL 
a PAK38 into position. One SWINGS open the breech, another 
SLAMS in a shell, then SLAPS the gunner's shoulder. 

The GUNNER peers down the barrel. JERKS the trigger -- 
BOOM! The PAK bounces, settles, the loader THROWS open the 
breech cover, SLIDES in another round. Ready. BOOM! 

The Heer troops are now into their stride. Men work GUN-
BOLTS, firing rapidly -- BAM BAM BAM. The MG42 gunner 
traverses the barrel SPRAYING the tree-line -- BRRRAAAP! 

All this din is punctuated by the steady BOOM and CRASH of 
the PAK38. 
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The PAK gunner's accuracy is decisive and the incoming fire 
quickly subsides to an occasional stuttering CRACK. Then 
nothing. 

The OBERGEFREITER turns toward BRUNER and waves him on. 

OBERGEFREITER 
(shouting) 

Now's your chance. Go! 

BRUNER leaps to his feet, nods in gratitude and SCRAMBLES 
for the truck cab. Switching his K98 to one hand he 
WRENCHES open the door. 

CUT TO: 

INT. AMBULANCE - DAY 

BRUNER drops his K98 by the gearstick, stock down, barrel 
resting against the seat. He GRABS for the ignition key and 
TWISTS. The engine SPUTTERS to life. 

BRUNER 
Thank Christ! Let's get out of 
here. 

BRUNER shoves the gearstick into first and glances across 
at his comrade. 

BRUNER'S POV 

SPENGLER'S DYING body is slumped over toward him. A 7.62mm 
round from a Russian Mosin-Nagant rifle has entered through 
the open window. It's taken SPENGLER high in the chest and 
RIPPED through both lungs. 

BLOOD drains from SPENGLER'S mouth. His eyes are staring, a 
look of resigned acceptance. 

Blood drips down onto the vegetables. SPENGLERS arm lies 
slung across his ski-cap. The eggs are broken. 

BRUNER'S face is a picture of tragedy, his spirit and soul 
RIPPED from him. 

BRUNER 
Max No! 

(pauses, frantically 
thinking) 

Wait. Don't go. 
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BRUNER scrambles for his first aid kit. Pulls out a 
bandage, its loose end trailing. 

BRUNER 
Don't go, Max. I can fix this. 

Spengler can't be fixed. He tries to speak, his mouth 
moving silently. Nothing. One last exhalation and he's 
gone. 

BRUNER 
(stares at his friend) 

Max! 
(softly) 

Don't leave me. 

FADE OUT. 

FADE IN: 

EXT. LATVIAN HINTERLAND - DAY 

From the black screen the familiar, open landscape once 
again comes into view. Moorland, vast, empty and windswept 
beneath huge, cloud-stacked skies. 

The CAMERA PANS across to another grass-crowned ridge-line 
where the AMBULANCE is partially silhouetted against the 
skyline. 

The picture's grim, grey monotone contrasts starkly with a 
makeshift red cross, painted on canvas and draped over the 
truck's side. 

But for the breeze WHISPERING through the grasses, all is 
SILENT. 

Behind the wagon, BRUNER pounds another freshly dug grave 
with his shovel. He reaches down for the K98 and SKI-CAP 
laying ready on the ground. 

He DRIVES the rifle into the dirt. Looks wistfully at the 
cap then drops it onto the upraised stock. 

BRUNER retrieves his shovel and leans on it a moment, as 
though in silent prayer. 
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SPENGLER (V.O.) 
One man alone. A lost soul who had 
forgotten that men are made for 
something else, that time exists, 
and hope. 

(beat) 
That the earth can be used for 
something other than burying the 
dead. 

FADE TO BLACK. 


